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a b s t r a c t 

Fake news is playing an increasingly dominant role in spreading misinformation by influencing people’s 

perceptions or knowledge to distort their awareness and decision-making. The growth of social media and 

online forums has spurred the spread of fake news causing it to easily blend with truthful information. 

This study provides a novel text analytics–driven approach to fake news detection for reducing the risks 

posed by fake news consumption. We first describe the framework for the proposed approach and the 

underlying analytical model including the implementation details and validation based on a corpus of 

news data. We collect legitimate and fake news, which is transformed from a document based corpus into 

a topic and event–based representation. Fake news detection is performed using a two-layered approach, 

which is comprised of detecting fake topics and fake events. The efficacy of the proposed approach is 

demonstrated through the implementation and validation of a novel F ak E N ews D etection ( FEND ) system. 

The proposed approach achieves 92.49% classification accuracy and 94.16% recall based on the specified 

threshold value of 0.6. 

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Fake news can be defined “as the online publication of inten-

ionally or knowingly false statements of fact ( Klein & Wueller,

017 ).” In essence, the focus is on articles or messages posted on-

ine with the anticipation of the message going “viral”. Fake news

hrives on the false rumors, hoaxes, sensationalism, and scandal re-

ulting from the dissemination of news articles through social me-

ia ( Fisher, 2014 ). While intentional harm is debated, various in-

entives, – such as monetary, social, and political benefits – often

rive the fake news spread. 

Recent proliferation in the use of social media as a vehicle

or spreading fake news has significantly raised the risks imposed

n individuals as well as organizations by the spread of misinfor-

ation (false information). For example, social platforms are fre-

uently used to spread fake news via modifying authentic news

r making fabricated news. Very recently, Berners-Lee, the inven-

or of the World Wide Web, claimed that fake news has been

ne of the most disturbing Internet trends that have to be re-

olved ( Swartz, 2017 ). It is challenging, if not futile, to detect de-
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eptive news due to the diversity and disguise of deceptions. Fake

ews may cause adverse influence coupled with damages. It in-

uences an individual’s decision-making and distorts one’s percep-

ions about the real events by altering the information feeds that

re utilized for news consumption. At the organizational level, the

mpact is more adverse as it poses risk to their brand names and

an potentially affect on the consumption of their product or ser-

ices ( Gross, 2017 ). News articles shared using social media fur-

her exacerbate this problem due to increased online media con-

umption and use of bots (e.g., twitter bots) that automate the

pread of false information. A recent survey indicates that, of the

nown false news stories that appeared in the three months be-

ore the 2016 election, those favoring either one of the presidential

andidates were shared approximately 38 million times on Face-

ook ( Allcott & Gentzkow, 2017 ). 

Contemporary developments in methods of news verification

ddress the growing demand for automated means of discriminat-

ng real news from fake news among the immense volume of data

 Rubin, Chen, & Conroy, 2015a ). In general, existing fake news de-

ection approaches are categorized into two groups based on the

nderlying approaches, namely, linguistic, or network techniques.

inguistic approaches (e.g., natural language processing or NLP)

re focused on news content, and aim to investigate fake news

atterns by analyzing underlying semantics. In contrast, network

pproaches leverage existing knowledge networks to check facts
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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of news (e.g., Jang et al., 2018 ). Recent operations research stud-

ies have started to utilize the capabilities of such text analytics

and modeling approaches in various application domains. For ex-

ample, text analytics approaches have been used for suggesting

improved design features for augmented reality health apps ( Li,

Gupta, Zhang, & Flor, 2018 ). A few studies have applied such tech-

niques in finance. For example, Tsai and Wang (2017) predicts

financial risks by using a finance-specific sentiment lexicon and

regression and ranking techniques to explore the relations be-

tween sentiment words and financial risks based on a bag-of-

words model. A few studies have applied text analytics approaches

for detecting product defects ( Abrahams, Fan, Wang, Zhang, & Jiao,

2015 ), sales forecasting ( Lau, Zhang, & Xu, 2018 ), etc. Use of these

techniques in operations research is increasing as researchers start

to investigate the value of unstructured data for knowledge discov-

ery with different industry sectors. 

A growing number of techniques have been devised to verify

news credibility ( Conroy, Rubin, & Chen, 2015; Jin, Cao, Jiang, &

Zhang, 2014 ). Existing fake news detection methods aim to de-

tect intentionally deceptive news. Unfortunately, these approaches

are inadequate to automatically and accurately pinpoint fake news

from a massive amount of new data that is continuously generated

by social media and web services. To address this gap, we propose

a novel two-phase approach to detecting fake news. In phase one,

we extract events from legitimate news, which are then catego-

rized into an array of topic clusters. Each cluster is centered around

a news topic. In phase two, a news item to be verified is classified

into a topic cluster, where we validate the events reported in the

news by comparing to those in the topic cluster. This approach is

inspired by fake news detection demands ( Rubin, Conroy, Chen, &

Cornwell, 2016 ) and is reliant on text clustering and classification

approaches ( Lin, Jiang, & Lee, 2014; Wang et al., 2016 ), as well as

lexical databases ( Miller, 1995; Wei, Lu, Chang, Zhou, & Bao, 2015 ).

Recently developed fact checking tools are adept at comparing

news against a collection of knowledge represented as a network.

However, such comparisons are very time consuming due to the

volume and constant growth of the knowledge base. To speed up

the detection performance, we propose to partition a large number

of genuine and authenticate news (a.k.a., factual statements) into

clusters, each of which is comprised of news sharing similar topics.

To judge the credibility of a news, we classify the news into a topic

cluster in which events are compared against those of the news. In

case the news does not fall into any existing cluster, we mark the

news as a deceptive one. 

We demonstrate the implementation of the proposed approach

for detecting fake news by carrying out two distinctive phases to

discover deceptive news. First, trustworthy news are categorized

into clusters according to topics. Each cluster is centered around

common news topics. Second, we detect fake news by verifying

events extracted from the news in a specific cluster. 

The approach proposed in this study treats news as a fake one if

(1) it is a news outlier (i.e., not classified in any topic cluster) or (2)

the similarity between the news events and those of the cluster is

below a specified threshold. A large number of authenticated news

articles classified into news clusters based on topics and stored in

a news database that periodically receives news updates by accu-

mulating latest news stories from legitimate news sources such as

CNN and Fox News that have been verified as legitimate by the re-

search community. If an incoming news to be detected cannot be

classified into any existing news cluster, it is marked as a candi-

date fake news. Otherwise, the incoming news is placed into the

corresponding cluster for further analysis. The credibility of the in-

coming news is measured by comparing the events extracted from

the news with those in the news cluster. When the news article’s

credibility is below a specified threshold, the news are classified as

fake. 
i  
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This study makes several contributions. First, a novel analytics-

ased approach for fake news detection that applies topic based

lassifying mechanism to group legitimate news into multiple topic

lusters is presented. News in each cluster share common topics.

n event-extraction mechanism is designed for extracting events

rom these news articles. Second, we propose and implement a

redibility measure for evaluating the authenticity of any news by

omparing events extracted from the news to those of the legiti-

ate news. Third, based on the proposed approach, we present a

ramework for the development and validation of a novel system,

END , to detect fake news by leveraging a large legitimate news

atabase that we built. Finally, we illustrate how to evaluate the

erformance of FEND using a real-world news dataset. The experi-

ental results indicate that FEND achieves a high fake news detec-

ion accuracy. 

. Literature review 

.1. Fake news risks 

The initiation and spread of fake news presents significant risks

rom many different perspectives, including from a national secu-

ity standpoint. A good example of this is deliberately misleading

ews that attempt to influence an individual’s perception about

nother individual or election results. In politically divided envi-

onments, such as those being witnessed in the US and Europe,

eople tend to gravitate towards news from sources that are con-

enial to their belief or political taste. This may be attributed to

onfirmation bias or “tunnel vision” which involves one-sided case

uilding based on preconceived notions or ideologies ( Nickerson,

998 ). Pennycook and Rand (2017) report on three studies aimed

t testing the propensity to think analytically and susceptibility

o fake news. These studies find that, contrary to the confirma-

ion bias theory, people are deceived by fake news as they fail to

hink analytically while consuming media, not because they think

n a motivated manner. Silverman (2015) discusses various cogni-

ive biases that act as barriers in evaluating and correcting mis-

nformation when humans process fake news, i.e., misinformation.

he spread of fake news presents the risk of duping readers that

akes disadvantage of the readers’ preference for congenial news

nd the lack of analytical thinking while consuming news media. 

The preference for agreeable news bits is further exacerbated

ith the “echo chamber” or the “filter bubble” phenomenon oc-

urring with social media. On social media platforms, people tend

o selectively associate with individuals of similar viewpoints and

onsume information appealing to their perspectives. The per-

onalization features of social media amplifies the effect ( Pariser,

012 ). Fake news functions as a catalyst to further intensify read-

rs’ point of views and runs the risk of information polarization.

uess, Nyhan, and Reifler (2018) demonstrate the information po-

arization effect due to differential consumption of fake news oc-

urring through selective exposure to misinformation. 

Often, instances of fake news are subsequently followed by fact-

hecks published on different media outlets. However, as shown by

 study conducted by Shin and Thorson (2017) , partisan news con-

umers selectively evaluate and share fact-checking articles, again

ue to the “echo chamber” effect. Studies on political behavior

ave shown different results with respect to fact-correction phe-

omenon. Nyhan and Reifler (2010) found that a “backfire effect”

ccurs when humans are presented with fact-checks of misinfor-

ation, in that they psychologically counter-argue and strengthen

heir initial false perceptions. However, a recent study by Wood

nd Porter (2018) has shown no evidence of factual backfiring.

rom a risk analysis perspective, although fact-checks may be ef-

ective in correcting the news for the record, they are practically

neffective in mitigating the risk of false information consumption
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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nd information polarization that occurs in the first place. This

mphasizes a clear need for more objective fake news detection

echanisms that can serve to prevent the consumption of false or

isinformation. 

Clearly, fake news presents a keen risk of damaging the founda-

ions of journalism ideals of veracity, objectivity and accountability.

ake news publishers risk accusations of crimes and violations of

overnmental regulations. Klein and Wueller (2017) present a de-

ailed survey of many legal and regulatory issues that fake news

ublishers may face. These may range from civil legal claims con-

erned with defamation, intellectual property law, or intentional

nfliction of emotional distress (IIED) to government violations and

rimes such as cyberbullying. Also, such publishers may be in vi-

lation of social media platform account policies and search ad-

ertising restrictions. Savvy publishers act to proactively minimize

he legal exposure and risks through mechanisms such as dis-

laimers and notices, website terms and conditions, and media li-

bility insurance policies. In response, social media platforms have

ecome cautious and have started incorporating detection mech-

nisms for fake news. However, cross-platform mechanisms have

eceived limited attention. Detecting fake news by originating from

ources across multiple websites and platforms can serve as a use-

ul tool for regulators. 

To mitigate these risks, various detection approaches are dis-

ussed in the following subsection. 

.2. Fake news detection 

Fake news are created by fabricating nonexistent news or mod-

fying legitimate news. The credibility of fake news are boosted

y (1) imitating well-known authors’ writing styles or (2) express-

ng opinions with a tone frequently used in real news. Very re-

ently, an increasing number of fake news detection methods have

een developed. All existing detection schemes may be grouped

nto two distinct classes, namely, linguistic-based methods and

etwork-based methods ( Conroy et al., 2015 ). Network-based ap-

roaches for fake news detection apply network properties as

 supporting component for various linguistic-based approaches.

ommonly used network properties include, but not limited to,

ebsite information, authors/subscribers information, time stamps,

nd the like.For example, Venkatesan, Han, Sharman (2014) per-

orms user behavior analysis to reduce the misinformation in on-

ine social networking forum related to Parkinson’s disease. This

tudy reports that misinformation embedded within the discussion

hread depends on its content and users characteristics of the au-

hor. Another study proposes a model that focuses on investigating

he quality of responses in an online crowd-sourced health, clarity

f the thread questions, and the users’ potential for making use-

ul contributions ( Venkatesan, Han, Kisekk, Sharman, Kudumula,

aswal, 2013 ). The existing sentiment and syntax analysis schemes

re customized for special data types, thereby being inadequate for

ake news detection systems. 

A rumor detection model or CNT proposed by Qazvinian et al.

dopts a variety of features such as content-based features (e.g.,

ords and segments appearance, part of speech), network-based

eatures (i.e., re-tweets or tweets propagation) and twitter-specific

emes (i.e., Hashtag or shared URLs). CNT orchestrates an array

f strategies to select features to detect misinformation in mi-

roblogs ( Qazvinian, Rosengren, Radev, & Mei, 2011 ). Rubin et al.

evised an SVM-based algorithm, AHGNA, that embraces five pre-

ictive features (i.e., Absurdity, Humor, Grammar, Negative Affect,

nd Punctuation) ( Rubin et al., 2016 ). After an assortment of fea-

ure combinations were evaluated using a total of 360 news ar-

icles, Rubin et al. illustrated that the best combination can de-

ect satirical news with a 90% precision and 84% recall. Common

ake news features discovered by these approaches may govern
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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nethical writers to write fake news without exhibiting the de-

ectable features. To address this weakness, Hua, Wang, Wang,

heng, and Zhou (2017) advocate a way of exploiting semantic

nowledge from short texts. Hua et al. (2017) scheme incorpo-

ates text segmentation, part-of-speech tagging, concept labeling,

s well as a vocabulary database to harvest a collection of at-

ributes, concepts and instances from a well-known knowledge

ase. This knowledge-intensive approach offers insights on short

exts such a twitter. While a majority of fake news originates from

ebsites, social media facilitates their spread. Larger text originat-

ng from news outlets and opinion threads offer deeper insights

nto the topic and provide richer contexts. Open information ex-

raction (OIE) is a task of extracting factual information from tex-

ual data such as Twitter posts, spams, and articles in social media.

ore recently, OIE tools have been used for producing grammati-

al clauses, which can be used for topic extraction purposes. For

xample, Ghosh and Ghosh (2016) demonstrated their approach by

xtracting topics from a collection of 50,0 0 0 microblogs during a

isaster event. 

Similar to the above semantic knowledge based approach,

ur proposed approach aims to grasp an understanding of news

hrough complete comparisons of news content. This approach no

onger relies solely on statistical, sentiment, or syntax analysis to

etect fake news but uses topic and event level analysis to un-

erstand patterns that are deeply embedded within the news for

mproved detection accuracy. Also, traditional fake news detection

pproaches pay more attention to reducing content leakage, which

ay provide misleading information when original articles are im-

tated or modified. As such, our proposed approach takes full ad-

antage of in-depth semantic analysis of the sentences by incorpo-

ating OIE coupled with the other techniques to extract knowledge

rom news articles. 

.2.1. Sentiment and syntax analysis 

Linguistic-based methods such as statistical analysis ( Deoras

t al., 2013; Xu & Taft, 2015 ), sentiment analysis ( Socher et al.,

013 ), linguistic cues analysis ( Siering, Koch, & Deokar, 2016 ) and

eep syntax analysis ( Cinque, 2014; Michalon, Ribeyre, Candito, &

asr, 2016 ) have been deployed to detect abnormal information

ithin the text data with high accuracy. 

Statistical analysis. Hancock, Woodworth, and Porter (2013) pro-

osed an approach to examining the features of crime narra-

ives. Their results show that psychopaths’ speech contain a high

requency of disfluencies; psychopaths often use past tense and

ess present tense verbs in narratives. Rubin and Lukoianova

2015) proposed the rhetorical structure theory or RST to identify

he discrepancy between real and fake textual data by applying the

ector Space Model (i.e., VSM) to assess the confidence level for

ach datum. 

Sentiment analysis is a widely adopted strategy for detecting

eneral deception, particularly deceptive Spams. Fusilier, Montes-

 Gómez, Rosso, and Cabrera (2015) proposed PU-learning to de-

ect deceptive spams by analyzing positive and negative opinions.

U-learning is a semi-supervised technique for building a binary

lassifier on the basis of positive (i.e., deceptive opinions) and un-

abeled examples. 

Linguistic cues analysis. Siering et al. (2016) demonstrate that

inguistic cues derived from deception theories, in conjunction

ith content cues based on message content, can be quite effective

n distinguishing between fraudulent and non-fraudulent projects

n crowd funding platforms. Deception detection is shown to be

articularly effective when both static communication (e.g., project

escription) is analyzed along with dynamic communication (e.g.,

orum messages). This study uses a similar approach of analyzing

ntire communication content, i.e., news, but differs from Siering

t al. (2016) study by focusing on the content similarity. 
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Deep syntax analysis. Probability context free grammars or PCFG

is a practical method that applies deep syntax analysis to sep-

arate sentences into rewrite trees representing syntax structures.

For example, Feng, Banerjee, and Choi (2012) investigated syntac-

tic stylometry for deception detection, where features are derived

from context free grammar (i.e., CFG) parse trees on hotel review

data. Unfortunately, these existing detection schemes are tailored

for special data types or specific contexts such as spam reviews

detection Chen et al. (2017) and spam mail detection (e.g., Iyengar,

Kalpana, Kalyankumar, & GunaNandhini, 2017 ); therefore, are inad-

equate for a general-purpose fake news detection that could apply

to wide ranging topics or issues. 

2.2.2. Topic extraction 

TextRunner is one of the early, but highly scalable, OIE sys-

tems proposed by Banko, Cafarella, Soderland, Broadhead, and

Etzioni (2007) . Since the inception of TextRunner, a few popular

OIE approaches have been developed: ReVerb ( Etzioni, Fader, Chris-

tensen, Soderland, & Mausam, 2011 ), OLLIE ( Fader, Soderland, &

Etzioni, 2011 ), and Stanford OpenIE ( Angeli, Premkumar, & Man-

ning, 2015 ). In 2013, Del Corro and Gemulla (2013) proposed an-

other OIE approach (ClausIE) that maintains information integrity

of original textual data by decomposing sentences into a list of

‘clauses’. Another study by Bast and Haussmann (2013) embraces

similar extraction phases, but supplements the capabilities of the

approach proposed in Del Corro and Gemulla (2013) by imple-

menting contextual sentence decomposition to facilitate semantic

searching. Xavier and de Lima (2014) presented a way to extract

text relationships without verb expressions. Extraction results were

validated by OLLIE and ClausIE. Their findings confirm that more

extra relations are discovered by ClausIE than OLLIE, meaning that

ClausIE has better performance than OLLIE. 

2.3. Fake news detection applications 

Recent effort s on fake news detection have focused on varied

approaches. For example: 

B.S. Detector – alerts users of unreliable news

sources ( Ravenscraft, 2016 ) by searching all links of a given

webpage for sources that have been collected in a unreliable-news

database, which includes samples of fake news, satire, extreme

bias, conspiracy theory, rumor mill, state news, junk science, and

the like. Although the database manages vital and rich informa-

tion to facilitate fake-news detection, this approach only utilizes

a knowledge base of untrustworthy links. Unlike the browser

extension, our approach takes the news content and performs an

ingrained analysis to quantify credibility scores. 

PolitiFact – is a six-dimensional rating system developed to

check facts. It is frequently used to rate the accuracy and credibility

of claims made by US officials and others ( Roy, 2013 ). The Politi-

Fact system largely depends on human intervention, during which,

journalists assess information via watching TV, scanning social me-

dia, and evaluating reader comments. In contrast to PolitiFact, our

system applies artificial intelligence models that utilize text analy-

sis of news sources rather than interventions offered by a body of

journalists. 

Fake News Detector AI – identifies fake-news websites by mea-

suring similarity to existing fake-news websites using artificial in-

telligence techniques as a blackbox ( Dormehl, 2017 ). This system

uses a neural network–based feature analysis (e.g., headline, code

structures, site popularity) approach on known websites, thereby

yielding the credibility of the tested websites. Our system differs

from this detection tool in the types of features. More specifically,

Fake News Detector AI relies on network-based features, whereas

our system employs semantic-based features. 
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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. The analytics model 

This section describes the conceptual and mathematical un-

erpinnings of the proposed analytical model developed for es-

ablishing the credibility of news articles. We start this section

y describing the composition of complete and incomplete sen-

ences. Next, we formally define events and topics extracted from

omplete sentences. Boolean-value functions that distinguish fake

vents and topics from legitimate ones are subsequently described.

inally, we describe the mathematical formulation used for quan-

ifying credibility of news articles. 

.1. Topics and events 

Fake news could be detected through either topics or events. A

ews article α consists of a large number of sentences. We model

rticle α as a set of n sentences. Thus, we have 

= { σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn } . (1)

here each sentence (e.g., σ i ) is expressed as the following triple

i = (U i , V i , O i ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (2)

For the i th sentence σ i in (2) , U i is a subject set; V i is a predi-

ate set; and O i is an object set. Thus, we write these three sets as

 i = { u 

1 
i , u 

2 
i , . . . u 

p i 
i 
} , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (3)

here p i is the number of subjects in subject set U i . 

 i = { v 1 i , v 
2 
i , . . . v 

q i 
i 
} , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (4)

here q i is the number of predicates in predicate set V i . 

 i = { o 1 i , o 
2 
i , . . . o 

r i 
i 
} , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. (5)

here r i is the number of objects in object set O i . 

We categorize sentences in article α into complete sentences

nd incomplete sentences, depending on the existence of object

et O i in the triple of the i th sentence. We refer to sentence σ i 

s a complete sentence if its object set O i does exist in the sen-

ence triple; otherwise, sentence σ i is referred to as incomplete

entence (i.e., O i = ∅ ). Hence, the set of sentences for article α can

e rewritten as a combination of two disjoint sentence sets S ic and

 cp . Note that S ic is a set of incomplete sentences, whereas S cp is a

et of complete sentences. Thus, we rewrite (1) as 

= S ic ∪ S cp , S ic ∩ S cp = ∅ , (6)

here incomplete sentence set S ic is expressed as 

 ic = { σ ′ 
1 , σ

′ 
2 , . . . , σ

′ 
m 

} , (7)

here incomplete sentence σ ′ 
i 

= (U 

′ 
i 
, V ′ 

i 
, O 

′ 
i 
) has an empty object

et. Thus, we have O 

′ 
i 
= ∅ , and 1 ≤ i ≤ m . 

The model proposed in this study detects fake news from com-

lete sentence set S cp rather than from incomplete sentence set S ic ;

he reason is two-fold. First, incomplete sentences only bear infor-

ation fragments due to the lack of objects. Second, among the

our types of sentences from the language’s perspective (i.e., declar-

tive sentences , interrogative sentences , imperative sentences and ex-

lamatory sentences ( McMenamin, 1993 )), declarative sentences –

xpressing statements – are incomplete sentence. 

Let us consider three examples of incomplete sentences. 

• Incomplete Sentence 1: Lucy is lying . 
• Incomplete Sentence 2: It’s raining outside. 
• Incomplete Sentence 3: Water evaporates when it’s hot. 

These sentences have no objects because of the usage of in-

ransitive verbs. The three incomplete sentences provide no details

e.g., Why Lucy lies? or what Lucy said?). In our proposed model,
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 1. Relationship between event and topic. 
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ncomplete sentences S ic from article α are pruned during the pre-

rocessing procedure. 

Some sentences may contain fake information whereas others

ight have legitimate information. In what follows, we elaborate

n the discrepancy between fake events and fake topics from the

erspective of sentences. We start such a comparison by introduc-

ng events and topics in a formal way ( Fig. 1 ). 

As described above, each event consists of subject, predicate,

nd object sets. Given sentence σi = (U i , V i , O i ) , an event set E i can

e derived from subject set U i , predicate set V i , and object set O i .

et us model such an extraction procedure as an event mapping

unction x , where E is the Cartesian product of sets U , V , and O .

hus, we have 

 : U × V × O → E. (8)

uppose the sizes of sets U i , V i , and O i in sentence σ i are p i , q i , and

 i , respectively. The total number of events extracted from sentence

i is a product of p i , q i , and r i (i.e., p i × q i × r i ). Hence, event set E i 
f the i th sentence σ i can be expressed as 

 i = { e 1 i , e 
2 
i , . . . , e 

w i 

i 
} , w i = p i × q i × r i , (9)

here t i is the total number of events extracted from sentence σ i .

Let us make use of the following complete sentence (see also

2) ) as an example to elaborate the definition of events extracted

rom sentences in the proposed model. 

Complete-Sentence Example 1: A computer and a car require

n operator and power . 

The above complete sentence is expressed as triple σ =
(U, V, O ) , where subject set U , predicate set V , and object set

 are specified as U = { ′ computer ′ , ′ car ′ } , V = { ′ r equir e ′ } and O =
 

′ operator ′ , ′ power ′ } . The set sizes p (i.e., | U |), q (i.e., | V |), and r (i.e.,

 O |) are 2, 1, and 2. 2 

In this example, sets U and O consist of multiple elements and

et V is a single-element set. We extract one element from each set

o form an event. The total number w of events extracted from σ
s four, because the product of p , q , and r is 4 (i.e., w = 2 × 1 × 2 ). 

The event-set E of sentence σ is expressed as E =
 e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e 4 } , which is the Cartesian product of sets U , V ,

nd O . Therefore, the events in set E are written as 

• e 1 = { ′ computer ′ , ′ r equir e ′ , ′ operator ′ } , 
• e 2 = { ′ computer ′ , ′ r equir e ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
• e 3 = { ′ car ′ , ′ r equir e ′ , ′ operator ′ } , and 

• e 4 = { ′ car ′ , ′ r equir e ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
The events modeled from a complete sentence (see also (2) )

bove articulate vital news information on what is happening. Af-

er events are extracted from complete sentences in a news article,

END is positioned to compare the article’s events against all the

vents from the legitimate news database. Some extracted events

ay identical to those in the database, whereas the others may be

imilar to the events in news database. 
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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We now introduce the concept of topics to facilitate news ar-

icle classification. Since topic-based clustering is more likely to

roup articles into a small number of clusters compared to event-

ased counterparts, topic-based clustering is more suitable than

vent-based news clustering. In our dataset, for example, multiple

vents are prone to sharing the same topic. This evidence implies

hat the number of events is larger than the number of topics in a

iven dataset. More specifically, the number of topics ranges from

987 to 29,877 in the top 20 clusters; the number of events in

hese clusters skyrockets to the range anywhere between 52,874

nd 210,182. 

Given a set A of articles, we aim to classify all the news articles

n A into multiple news clusters in accordance to topics, which are

efined as subject-object pairs. Let topic t 
j 
i 

be the j th topic in sen-

ence σ i . Topic t 
j 
i 

is created in the format of subject-object pair as

 

j 
i 

= (u 

j 
i 
, o j 

i 
) , u 

j 
i 
∈ U i ∧ o j 

i 
∈ O i (10)

here u 
j 
i 

is a subject in set U i and o 
j 
i 

is an object in set O i . Topics

rom sentence σ i form topic set T i . Thus, we have 

 i = { t 1 i , t 
2 
i , . . . , t i 

w 

i } , w i = p i × q i × r i , (11)

ach topic of sentence σ i (e.g., t 
j 
i 

∈ T i ) can be directly derived from

i ’s event set E i (see also (9) ) by pruning the predicate of each

vent. 

The relationship between event and topic is formally expressed

elow: 

 

j 
i 
= (t j 

i 
, v j a 

i 
) , 1 ≤ j ≤ w i , (12)

here v j a 
i 

is one component of predicate-set v j 
i 
. 

Again, let us consider complete-sentence example 1 (i.e., “A com-

uter and a car require an operator and power”). Four topics ex-

racted from this complete sentence include t 1 
i 
, t 2 

i 
, t 3 

i 
, and t 4 

i 
. The

orresponding topics are listed below: 

• t 1 
i 

= { ′ computer ′ , ′ operator ′ } , 
• t 2 

i 
= { ′ computer ′ , ′ power ′ } , 

• t 3 
i 

= { ′ car ′ , ′ operator ′ } , 
• t 4 

i 
= { ′ car ′ , ′ power ′ } , 

To articulate scenarios where multiple events may share the

ame topics, we consider another example. 

Complete-Sentence Example 2: A computer and a carrequire

nd consume power . 

In the above example, sets U and V consist of two elements; set

 is a single-element set. We obtain set E = { e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e 4 } , where

e have 

• e 1 = { ′ computer ′ , ′ r equir e ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
• e 2 = { ′ car ′ , ′ r equir e ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
• e 3 = { ′ computer ′ , ′ consume ′ , ′ power ′ } , and 

• e 4 = { ′ car ′ , ′ consume ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
The topic set in this example is T = { t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t 4 } ; thus, we

ave 

• t 1 
i 

= { ′ computer ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
• t 2 

i 
= { ′ computer ′ , ′ power ′ } , 

• t 3 
i 

= { ′ car ′ , ′ power ′ } , 
• t 4 

i 
= { ′ car ′ , ′ power ′ } , 

We show that topics t 1 
i 

and t 2 
i 

identical; similarly, t 3 
i 

and t 4 
i 

re-

er to the same topic. We conclude that in this example, there are

wo topics – i.e., (‘computer’, ‘power’) and (‘car’, ‘power’) – where

ach topic appears twice. 
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Table 1 

Legitimate and fake news count notation for 

performance metrics. 

Label Pred 

real fake 

real d r → r d r → f 

fake d f → r d f → f 

t

i
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s
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F  

&

 

a  

A

A  

P  
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w
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F  
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n  

t
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o  

c  

T  

c  

c  

h

 

F  

(  

c  

b  
3.2. Fake events and fake topics 

Recall that an event is a triple containing a subject, a predicate,

and an object (see ( 9 )). The proposed model acquires a large num-

ber of legitimate news articles to build a knowledge base, which

in turn assists in detecting untrustworthy articles in terms of cred-

ibility. In this study, we treat these legitimate articles as training

data fed into the analytics model to build the knowledge base of

legitimate news. 

We introduce a boolean-valued function f E to detect if a given

event is fake or legitimate. Thus, we have 

f E : U × V × O → B E , (13)

where B E = { 0 , 1 } is a boolean domain (i.e., 0 = fake event, 1 =
legitimate event). 

Similarly, we define a boolean-valued function f T to determine

whether a topic is fake or not. Thus, we have 

f T : U × O → B T , (14)

where B T = { 0 , 1 } is a boolean domain (i.e., 0 = fake topic, 1 =
legitimate topic). 

Let f V be a boolean-valued function to signify if a predicate is

true or false. Hence, we have 

f V : V → B T , (15)

where B V = { 0 , 1 } is a boolean domain (i.e., 0 = false predicate,

1 = true predicate). 

Given the j th event (i.e., e 
j 
i 
) of article α, the value f E (e 

j 
i 
) is de-

rived from the boolean-valued functions f T (t 
j 
i 
) and f V (v 

j 
i 
) as fol-

lows: 

f E (e j 
i 
) = f T (t j 

i 
) ∧ f V (v j i ) . (16)

where event e 
j 
i 

is comprised of topic t 
j 
i 

and v j 
i 
. 

3.3. Metric for credibility and performance evaluation 

The credibility of article α is computed through a function g ( α),

which is derived from boolean-value function f E (see (13) ). The

credibility of article α is measured as the percentage of legitimate

events in the article. Thus, we have 

g(α) = 

∑ w i 

j=1 
( f E (e j 

i 
)) 

w i 

. (17)

where α is the test article, w i is the total number of events in ar-

ticle α, f E (e 
j 
i 
) is the boolean-valued function defined in (13) . 

Given a news article α, we apply Eq. (17) to quantify the arti-

cle’s credibility. If its credibility drops below a specified threshold

(e.g., 0.6), article α will be classified as fake news. For simplicity,

we treat all events in articles equally during the credibility calcu-

lation stage. In a real-world scenario, an article may tend to be a

fake one if a key event is not legitimate. The importance of each

event might be represented by its frequency during the classifica-

tion stage. Unfortunately, millions of events are generated during

the fake-news detection phase. It may be assumed that events typ-

ically tend to be independent of one another. For example, when

we test a dataset of 14,221 articles, we extracted approximately

20 0,0 0 0 topics; the number of events is in the order of magni-

tude larger that of topics. Consequently, it is impractical to rely on

the weights of events to distinguish important events from unim-

portant ones. Alternatively, event importance could be specified by

users, who can manually assign a large weight to an event that is

more personally vital than others and vice versa. 

Next, we introduce notation d r → r , d r → f , d f → r , and d f → f to de-

rive important performance metrics. Let d r → r be the number of

legitimate news articles truly verified as legitimate ones; d r → f is
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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he number of legitimate news falsely detected as fake news; d f → r 

s the number of fake news treated as legitimate news; and d f → f 

s the number of fake news correctly detected as fake ones. We

ummarize the notation in Table 1 . 

To measure the performance of the fake news detection system,

e define four performance metrics using the notation listed in

able 1 . These four measures, namely accuracy , precision , recall , and

-score are widely adopted in prior studies ( Tang et al., 2018; Yang

 Siu, 2017 ). 

Let A be an accuracy rate, which is the percentage of news that

re correctly identified as fake or real news among all news. Thus,

 is expressed as (18) . 

 = 

d r→ r + d f→ f 

d r→ r + d r→ f + d f→ r + d f→ f 

, (18)

 denotes a precision rate, which is the fraction of accurately de-

ected fake news among all the detected fake news. We express

recision P as (19) . 

 = 

d f→ f 

d r→ f + d f→ f 

, (19)

 represents a recall rate, which is the fraction of detected fake

ews among all the ground truth fake news. Hence, recall R can be

ritten as (20) . 

 = 

d f→ f 

d f→ r + d f→ f 

, (20)

 , or F-score , is the harmonic mean of precision P and recall R .

hus, we derive F from P and R as (21) . 

 = 

2 × P × R 

P + R 

. (21)

. Research framework and methodology 

In this section, we first introduce the framework describing the

roposed methodological approach used for fake news detection.

ext we describe the web crawler design with corresponding pseu-

ocode. Third, we illustrate the pipeline of data processing. Finally,

e describe the analytics approaches used for clustering and clas-

ification of fake news. The entire framework and various compo-

ents are integrated together to develop a novel fake news detec-

ion system, referred to as FEND ( F ak E N ews D etection). 

.1. Research framework 

Fig. 2 presents the framework that guides the design and devel-

pment of FEND . FEND is driven by a ground-truth knowledge base

omprised of legitimate-news clusters and corresponding verb lists.

he model-training framework that drives the functioning of FEND

reates clusters based on topics such that news articles in the same

luster share a set of topics. Articles classified in separate clusters

ave distinctive topic sets. 

Fake news is detected through two subsequent phases (see

ig. 10 ), namely, (1) fake-topics detection using news clusters and

2) the fake-predicate detection through verb comparisons. News

lusters are assembled according to news topics; a news article is

elieved to be fake when (1) the news cannot be classified into any
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 2. Model-training framework builds ground-truth knowledge bases by classifying legitimate news articles into news clusters. 
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luster or (2) its verbs have a low similarity level with the corre-

ponding verbs in its news cluster. 

Handling the synonyms of words is a critical issue to be ad-

ressed. Our proposed models address this issue in several ways

y incorporating approaches such as lemmatization, stemming, and

arts-of-speech tagging to ensure redundant or noisy data is re-

oved during the pre-processing phase. In particular, we employ

 list of functions available from the WordNet library ( Fellbaum,

010; Miller, 1995 ) to detect synonyms of the predicate of an event

n a verb list. Such a detection procedure is outlined as follows: 

• the first step is to exploit all synonym arguments of predicate

and each word in the verb list. 
• the second step is to traverse and compare the current tested

predicate with each verb in the contrasted verb list with re-

spect to synonym arguments, thereby obtaining the largest sim-

ilarity between argument pairs. 
• the last step is to collect a specified number (e.g., 100) of

synonym pairs to approximate a low similarity boundary (e.g.,

86.6%), which is compared against the largest similarity ob-

tained in step 2 to determine the synonyms. 

To illustrate the above three steps, let us consider the fol-

owing example. The word ‘consume ’ has six synonym arguments,

amely, (1) ‘devour.v.03 ’, (2) ‘consume.v.02 ’, (3) ‘consume.v.03 ’, (4)

consume.v.04 ’, (5) ‘consume.v.05 ’, and (6) ‘consume.v.06 ’. The argu-

ent format is ‘Word.POS.Sense ’, where POS is word type and Sense

s the word’s frequency count for a particular meaning of that

ord. The word ‘expend’ only contains two synonym arguments,

ncluding ‘use.v.03 ’ and ‘spend.v.02 ’. Next, we compare and calcu-

ate the similarity of each argument pair, where one argument is

rom word ‘consume ’ and another one is from word ‘expend ’. The

ast step is to greedily pick the largest value among all similarities

s a reference to determine if these two words are synonyms. The

ramework presented in Figs. 2 and 3 present seamless integration

f the training and the testing procedure. 

The framework presents seamless integration of the training

rocedure and the testing procedure, and comprises three mod-

les: the training data collection module, the data pre-processing

odule, and the news clustering module. The training data collec-

ion module acquires raw data from legitimate news websites and
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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emoves noise such as advertisements; we implement this mod-

le using a custom web crawler designed specifically for building

he repository and performing in a data streaming fashion. The

ata pre-processing module integrates an array of text process-

ng techniques to extract topics and events from the newly col-

ected news data. The clustering module classifies the news arti-

les into separate groups according to the extracted events. The

utput database maintains news clusters, each of which is cou-

led with a corresponding verb list. This output database serves

s ground truth to validate the credibility of other incoming news

rticles. 

Fig. 3 outlines the framework that applies the trained model

uilt from the existing legitimate news data to detect fake news.

he fake news detection framework consists of a data pre-

rocessing module, a filtering module, and a verification module.

he input of the data pre-processing module is the same as that

f the first module in the aforementioned model training frame-

ork. The input data (i.e., raw data) is either extracted from train-

ng data or collected from fake news websites using a web crawler.

he pre-processing module not only deploys all the components of

he training data pre-processing module, but also vectorizes top-

cs of testing data using the IDF weights matrix (Inverse document

requency), which is extracted from the training procedure to en-

ure the consistency of vectorization. Similarly, the pre-processing

odule exploits topics and events of each testing data to produce

ectorized data as well as the corresponding verb list . The second

odule (i.e., the filtering module) employs a two-layer filtering

rocedure. The first layer filtrates testing data that fail in falling

nto any news cluster; these type of news are detected by the filter

s fake news. The second layer of the filtering module is in charge

f comparing the verb list of each remaining testing data with the

erb list of the corresponding cluster to quantify the credibility of

ach of remaining testing data. The last module (i.e., the verifica-

ion module) identifies fake news and real news using a threshold,

hich is specified in accordance to the credibility of all the testing

ata. The fake news detection framework discovers fake news and

utlier news that falls outside of extracted news clusters. 

We make use of the following example to shed light on how

ur algorithm can be executed from the training phase to the test-

ng phase. 
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 3. Fake news detection framework includes two filters: (1) the news that cannot be classified into any cluster or (2) its verbs have a low similarity level with the 

corresponding verbs in its news cluster. 

Table 2 

Two clusters are obtained in the training phase. Topics and verbs are extracted for the two clusters (i.e., 

clusters 1 and 2) and the test data (i.e., article 7). 

Cluster Articles Topics Verbs(In format: topic corresponding verb list) 

Cluster 1 1, 3, 4 ‘abc’, ‘abd’, ‘acd’ a{a’}, b{b’, b”}, c{c’, c”, c””}, d{d’, d”, d”’, d””} 

Cluster 2 2, 5, 6 ‘aef’, ‘bef’, ‘cef’ a{a’}, b{b’, b”}, c{c’, c”, c””}, e{e’, e”}, f{f’, f”, f”’} 

7 (tested article) ‘defg’ d{d’, d””’}, e{e”’}, f{f”, f”’, f””}, g{g’, g”} 
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Example 3 : Let us consider two clusters obtained in the training

phase. We list the two clusters in which cluster 1 contains three

articles (i.e., articles 1, 3, and 4) whereas cluster 2 is comprised of

the other three articles (i.e., article 2, 5, and 6); article 7 is a test-

ing sample. We summarize the two clusters and the tested news

along with their topics and verbs in Table 2 . 

Now we evaluate the credibility of the tested data in the above

example. The tested data (i.e., article 7) belongs to cluster 2, in

which article 7’s credibility can be quantified as follows. In topic

list ‘defg’, element topic d includes one legitimate and one fake

verb. Similarly, we determine the number of legitimate and fake

verbs for the other topics (i.e., e, f, and g) in the list. Thus, we

have e (0 legitimate and 1 fake), f (2 legitimate and 1 fake). In this

example, topic g turns out to be an emergent topic in which all

the verbs (i.e., g’ and g”) are treated as fake. Hence, we have g (0

legitimate and 2 fake). For tested article 7, its total number of verbs

(a.k.a., events) is eight (8), among which three (3) are legitimate

verbs. Consequently, the credibility of the tested data (i.e., article

7) is 3/8 or 47.5%. 
(  
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The fake news detection framework discovers fake news includ-

ng outlier news by identifying news items that fail to fall into

ny news clusters. The FEND system can be applied in two phases,

amely, fake topics detection and fake events detection. We subse-

uently implement this two phase framework to develop the FEND

ystem that can be applied for detecting fake topics and detecting

ake events. Subsequent subsections describe various components

f the fake news detection framework and FEND system. 

The three metrics applied to decide if a news is in a clus-

er include IDF Matrix, coordinates of centroids (a.k.a, vector of

entroids), and boundary of centroids (a.k.a, the largest distance

etween centroids and points in their cluster). IDF matrix is de-

ived from feature weights using the TF-IDF technique explained

n Section 4.2 . In what follows, we summarize the procedure uti-

ized for deciding if a given tested news is in a cluster. 

First step is to extract topics from the given news. This step is

lso referred to as ‘ feature extraction. Second step is to vector-

ze the news using IDF-Matrix and its topics retrieved from Step

. Third step is to calculate the distance between vectorized news

i.e., the tested one) and the centroid of a current cluster. Finally,
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 4. Process of generating events and topics from news articles: The triple data 

store connects the OIE tools and the word-processing pipeline. The topic and verb 

datasets are derived from the event dataset and a verb dataset. 
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he last step is to decide if this news belongs to the compared

luster or not. The news belongs to the cluster if the distance cal-

ulated in the previous step is smaller than cluster-1’s boundary

rom centroid. Otherwise, this news is an outlier. 

.2. Method-data processing and clustering 

In the fake news detection framework (see also Fig. 2 ), the raw

ata aggregated by the web crawler drives the development of the

round-truth and fake news database. To conduct extensive exper-

ments, we develop a universal web crawler to retrieve news from

 various websites to be tested by the fake news detection frame-

ork. This web crawler – described in detail in Appendix A – fa-

ilitates the pre-processing phase of FEND with input data as a set

f text files, where each file is an individual news accompanied by

uthor information and published data. 

We construct a word-processing pipeline (see also Fig. 2 ) that

s capable of extracting events and topics by the virtue of triple

xtractions using OIEs, word tokenization, word verification, word

temming, word property tagging, event collection, event decom-

osition (i.e., topic collection), and topic vectorization. 

Raw data acquired using the web crawler in the previous steps

s subsequently subjected to a series of pre-processing transforma-

ions for annotation as well as topic and event extraction. Stan-

ord CoreNLP library ( Manning et al., 2014 ), which provides a

ipeline architecture for performing a sequence of linguistic anno-

ation procedures namely, tokenization, tagging, word check, stem-

ing and part-of-speech tagging, was used with Natural Language

oolkit ( Bird, Klein, & Loper, 2009 ), a python based library for nat-

ral language processing. Stanford CoreNLP library is among the

ost popular and advanced open-source libraries available for per-

orming the pre-processing of raw corpus data. Two separate cor-

us comprises of ground truth and fake news datasets. 

The tokenization algorithm segments each document from the

round truth and fake news corpus into a sequence of sentences,

ach of which is then rendered into a series of ‘tokens’ – i.e., a sin-

le word or a combination of continuous multiple characters. The

utput of tokenization algorithm is fed to the stemming algorithm,

hich performs the morphological analysis of each token gener-

ted from the tokenization process. This approach removes the re-

undancy in word frequency counts by truncating the words back

o their roots. For example, separate occurrence of words ‘know’

nd ‘knowing’ within a document is counted as two instances of

ccurrence of the word ‘know’ as ‘ing’ is stripped from the end.

he output from stemming is then passed onto part-of-speech

POS) tagging where each tokenized sentences is further annotated

ith POS tags for entity and relationship detection. These steps

elp annotate the data into triple representation, which is a com-

ination of subject, predicate and object as defined in Eq. (2) . 

The process of vectorization converts tokens into numerical

ectors for subsequent topic generation. We used Term Frequency-

nverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighted term approach to

ccomplish this task ( Wu, Luk, Wong, & Kwok, 2008 ). This ap-

roach allows weight the term frequency of tokens by the appro-

riate weight based on their importance for the document. The TF-

DF approach is integrated with document pre-processing pipeline

nd uses scikit learn library, which is a python based library for

achine learning algorithms. TF-IDF approach evaluates the prod-

ct of term frequency (i.e., TF) measure of each topic occurrence

ithin a document weighted by its importance (i.e., IDF). TF rep-

esents the term frequency of each topic while IDF computes the

mportance of the topic and generates weight matrix for each topic

ithin the dataset. The raw values of TF-IDF are evaluated using

elow equation 

 f - idf (t , d, D ) = t f (t , d) × idf (t, D ) (22)
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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 , d and D denotes a topic, an article and a set of articles in the

ataset, respectively. tf ( t , d ) is used to calculate the frequency of

ach topic appeared in each article. IDF is evaluated using the be-

ow computation 

df (d, t) = log 

[ 
n 

df (d, t) 

] 
+ 1 (23)

inally, the Euclidian norm is then applied to the raw values of TF-

DF for normalization. 

Fig. 4 illustrates the process of generating events and top-

cs from news articles. The triple data store is an internal store

onnecting the OIE tools and the word-processing pipeline. An

vent dataset aggregates events extracted by the word-processing

ipeline. We implement a module to split the event dataset into a

opic dataset and a verb dataset. This enables the classification of

ews articles in subsequent stages (also see (10) in Section 3.1 ). In

 later phase, the topic dataset drives topic-based news clustering. 

We apply two clustering methods, namely k-means and affinity-

ropagation, to train the models on the three datasets. This strat-

gy allows us to validate our fake news detection theory that treats

opics as features of news articles. The rationale behind deploy-

ng these two algorithms is two-fold. First, from perspective of im-

lementation, these two clustering algorithms offer ease of imple-

entation in comparison to the other complicated ones. Second,

e pick one supervised algorithm (i.e., K-means) and one unsuper-

ised algorithm (i.e., affinity propagation) as an epitome of each

lgorithm category. 

K-means is a classic clustering algorithm in data mining and di-

ides a dataset into k clusters by setting the value of k in advance.

-Means identifies the best centroids by alternating between as-

igning data points to clusters based on centroids and choosing

entroids determined by data points to clusters. The process of the

-means clustering algorithm proceeds as: (1) select k cluster cen-

roids randomly. (2) Calculate the Euclidean Distance between each

oint and centroids, then save the current clusters. (3) Re-evaluate

he distance of data point in each cluster and select the new cen-

roids. (4) Repeat Steps 2 and 3 n times, or until the clusters con-

erge. 
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Table 3 

Fake and legitimate news article counts from 

the website sources. 

Type realNews fakeNews 

CNN 8897 0 

New York Times 5334 0 

advocate 0 64 4 4 

naturalnews 0 2402 

politicot 0 3066 

greenvillegazette 0 1525 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Network-based topic visualization. 
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Affinity propagation, proposed by Dueck and Frey (2007) , is a

popular technique due to its simplicity, ease of applicability, and

performance. This scheme relies on the concept of message pass-

ing among data points until convergence. Unlike K-means, affinity

propagation does not require a-priori specification of the number

of clusters. It measures similarity between the pairs of data points

while simultaneously considering all the data points as potential

exemplars. Real-valued messages are exchanged among data points

until a high-quality set of exemplars and corresponding clusters

gradually emerges. We articulate the affinity-propagation cluster-

ing algorithm by first calculating the responsibilities. Responsibil-

ity r ( i , k ) reflects the accumulated evidence for how well-suited

point k is to serve as the exemplar for point i , taking into ac-

count other potential exemplars for point i . Responsibility is sent

from data point i to candidate exemplar point k . Next, we calculate

availability. Availability a ( i , k ) represents the accumulated evidence

for how appropriate it would be for point i to choose point k as its

exemplar, taking into account the support from the other points

that point k should be an exemplar. Availability is delivered from

candidate exemplar point k to point i . 

In our experiments, we employ the affinity-propagation (AP) al-

gorithm to perform data clustering. After obtaining the number of

news clusters, we apply the number of clusters to the value of k

to configure the K-means algorithm. This experimental sequence is

important, because K-means algorithm takes the number of clus-

ters as an input parameter. After comparing the clustering results

of the K-means and AP algorithms, we discover that the two al-

gorithms yield identical clustering results for input datasets. As

such, the credibility of tested news articles remains unchanged re-

gardless of AP or K-means deployed in the training phase. Conse-

quently, the comparisons between these two clustering algorithms

are ignored in Section 5 . 

5. Results and discussion 

In this section, we discuss extensive experiments conducted to

quantitatively demonstrate the performance strengths of FEND us-

ing two real-world news datasets. To carry out performance eval-

uation, we compare our approach with two existing data-mining

algorithms with respect to accuracy, precision, recall rate, and

F - score . 

5.1. Datasets 

To quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of our system, we

make use of legitimate news available from CNN and New York

Times for model training. Detection accuracy is assessed using var-

ious test datasets , which are summarized in Table 3 . In this study,

our news resources such as CNN and New York Times are regarded

as legitimate based on the classification done by a large scien-

tist group. They also have wide circulation among larger audience

compared with their counterparts ( Berkeley, 2018; Mitchell, 2014;

OpenSources, 2017 ). For example, CNN is accessed by approxi-

mately 96 million pay-television households, representing 82.8% of

households with at least one television set in the U.S. ( Staff, 2015 ).
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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 few viewers may not treat CNN as a legitimate resource because

NN’s content is inconsistent with the viewers’ opinions. Nonethe-

ess, our system contains a flexible mechanism that allows users to

lugin any legitimate news database. Users may choose their trust-

orthy news outlets for constructing a legitimate news database.

egardless of news database, our system is adept at detecting fake

ews. 

We explore a group of websites classified as fake news do-

ains ( Guess et al., 2018 ) to acquire fake news as ground

ruth. These websites include, but are not limited to www.

reenvillegazette.com , www.politicot.com , www.advocate.com , and

ww.naturalnews.com . The first three websites publish Pro-

linton fake news, whereas the last two websites circulates Pro-

rump fake news. News acquired from both Pro-Clinton and

ro-Trump websites drive our unbiased and fair comparison exper-

ments. Note that Natural News is a website gaining its popularity

rom scientific fake news and various conspiracy theories. 

.2. Evaluation 

As described earlier, we extract news topics as features using

wo different clustering techniques, K-means and Affinity Propa-

ation (AP). Both algorithms produced similar number of clusters.

owever, the composition of the clusters produced using different

echniques could have small variation. Both of these approaches

pply the euclidean distance as the measure for classifying the

ata into different clusters. For our dataset, both algorithms pro-

uced similar results. We, therefore, focus on clusters produced us-

ng AP technique. 

Table 4 illustrates selected subjects of 20 clusters that were

dentified, along with the total number of topics in each clus-

er. Cluster 1 (see Table 4 ) is the largest cluster with approx.

9,900 topics and includes subjects such as “foreign”, “residents”,

workings”, “leaders”, “stocks”, “Obama”, “governments”, “groups”,

Americans”, etc. Each of these subjects are associated with vari-

us verbs, which make it easier for classifying the articles. On the

ther end, cluster 20 is the smallest cluster with approx. 50 0 0 top-

cs and includes subjects such as “actress”, “theory”, “nominations”,

film”, “tribute”, “portrayal”, “rewards”, “felicity”, “spirit”, “charac-

ers”, “actions”, etc. 
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Table 4 

Article cluster collection for ground truth. 

Clusters No. Subjects (selected) Number of topics 

(Repeated topics included) 

1 Foreign, residents, workings, leaders, stocks, obama, governments, groups, americans 29,877 

2 President, country, policy, children, family, University, government, administration, court, republicans, clinton, immigration 25,318 

3 Report, Washington, Facebook, criticism, investigation, department, circumstances, organization 24,476 

4 Weapon, chief, authorities, surveillance, peace, contest, Penitentiary, corrections, robbery, violent, surveillance, prisoner, 

murder 

20,386 

5 ISIS, adolescent, politico, warning, evil, oceans, deliberation, insult, opponents, correctness, slaughter, panelists, apparatus 19,973 

6 Media, trump, campaign, democracy, california, politician, verdict, senate, cnn, nominee, truth, victims 14,323 

7 Environment, mediterranean, photographs, hospitals, mountaineers, earthquake, migrant, artists, villages, sight 12,033 

8 Devices, databases, company, amazon, business, market, website, engineer, value, worldwide, Google, competitors 10,879 

9 Culture, story, police, director, space, blackness, challenge, popularity, experiences, expectations, deficit, motivation, 

exhibition 

9894 

10 Ambassador, north, korea, speech, quarantine, surveillance, crisis, policy, conflict, meeting, intelligence, reconnaissance 9435 

11 Entrepreneurs, business, startups, guests, experts, incubator, university, recruits, questions, authorities, investigation, 

photographs, activities 

8997 

12 Refugees, country, western, violence, police, asylum, extremists, Federal, arrests, Pakistan, psychologist, pursuit 6962 

13 Hurricane, Miami, emergency, crosshairs, residents, carolina, economy, Alabama, rumors 6795 

14 Gravel, road, accident, license, professor, law, convictions, prosecutors, evidence, instructions, investigators, justice 6580 

15 Secretary, military, implementation, tweet, country, defence, fighters, sailors, patriot, freedom, opportunity, democracy, 

oppression 

6439 

16 Biases, whites, neighborhoods, relationships, foundation, segregation, marriages, minority, economist, associations, 

laboratory, interactions 

5971 

17 Reporters, facebook, survivor, community, firefighter, Twitter, evidence, winners, deputy, photographer, attorney, warrants 5881 

18 Olympics, medal, coach, ceremony, champions, reporters, committee, athletes, recognition 5601 

19 Sugar, calories, health, vegetables, nutrients, disease, attraction, breaks, textures, deprivation, antioxidants, balance 5033 

20 Actress, theory, nominations, film, tribute, portrayal, rewards, felicity, spirit, characters, actions 4987 

Table 5 

The three topic sub-groups created by the news-topic clustering algorithms. 

Topic Zones Topics 

1. Red Foreign - (representative, KCNA, media, meet, Moscow, Monday, state)...Residents – (area, wave, roadsCity, employees, equipment, advance, storm, 

clock, system, Coast, East, West, roadsCity).. 

Workings – (Putin, Vladimir, Russia, Hezbollah, position, border, strike, weeks, Israeli)... 

2. Green Leaders – (gains, policy, children, program, skills, doctrine, grade, success)...Money – (energy, time, legislation, year)...Stocks – (rotations, brigade, 

armor, intervals, Europe, United, States)... 

dogs – (Europe, Asia, wolves, Stone, Age, Old)... 

3. Blue Obama – (victory, increase, tax, research, funding, wake, rate, debate, year, Brooke)...Governments – (predecessor, President, Moon, scandal, corruption, 

arrest, power, nothing)...Groups – (terror, group, Obama, administration, US, air, campaign, stretch)...Americans – (years, age, hypertension, part, work, 

health)...journalists – (figuring, tally, rights, culture, war, crime, business) 

Table 6 

The number of fake news detected by the first filter. 

advocate naturalnews politicot greenvillegazette 

Uncertain News 64 4 4 2402 3066 1525 

Fake Topics 4312 506 133 478 

Remaining Data 2132 1896 2933 1047 
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Fig. 5 illustrates a network visualization of all the topics be-

onging to cluster 1, which is the largest cluster. All the topics be-

onging to the cluster could be grouped into three sub-groups or

opic zones. Bolder arrows represent topics occurring with high

requency. In Table 5 , we extract almost all of the topics with high

requencies to show the relationship among topics and categorize

hem based on their sub-groups. For example, “foreign” (represen-

ative, KCNA, media, meet, Moscow, Monday, state) identifies one

opic (subject-object pair) within the subgroup. Each topic within

luster 1 has relation to the other topics. These results suggest that

 particular topic may appear in one article, but may also be iden-

ified across multiple similar articles. Our approach performs in-

rained fake news classification using two layers of sequential fil-

ering. The first layer of filtering uses the clustering results from

he training model to detect the fake news based on any existence

f fake topics. The second layer of filtering screens the fake news

ased on event extraction and credibility evaluation scores. Table 6
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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ummarizes the results after applying the first layer of filtering

hat is based on topic extraction. 

Among all the fake news summarized in Table 6 , 66.9% news

n advocate.com , 21.1% news in naturalnews.com , 31.4% news in

reenvillegazette.com , and 4.4% news in politicot.com are detected

s type-1 fake news by the first-level filter. Results suggest that

he detection rate of the first-level filter varies significantly across

ifferent datasets and shows a wide detection range. For example,

he detection rate is the highest for the advocate.com dataset (i.e.,

6.9%) and the lowest for the politicot.com dataset (i.e., 4.4%). Over

5% news in advocate.com are correctly detected by the first-level

lter, meaning that a large portion of news posted in advocate.com

ave fake topics (i.e., type-1 fake news). The type-1 fake news

etection rates for naturalnews.com and greenvillegazette.com are

edium low (i.e., 21.1% and 31.4%), indicating that a majority

f news published on naturalnews.com and greenvillegazette.com

ave legitimate topics. For the news found on politicot.com , only

.4% are detected as type-1 fake news, suggesting that almost of all

he politicot.com news contain trustworthy topics. Results suggest

hat first filtering layer provides a good mechanism for detecting

he reliability of a news source. The output of the first layer feeds

o the second layer filter. 

The second-level filter detects the credibility of fake news and

acilitates the comparison of the individual fake news scores with

he threshold ω. Table 7 provides descriptive statistics of remaining
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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(a) advocate (b) naturalnews

(c) politicot (d) greenvillegazette

Fig. 6. the Credibility Distribution of News of all Four Fake News Datasets. 

Table 7 

Credibility Score Descriptive Statistics for ’Remaining’ Fake 

news. 

Fake News Mean Range Std. Deviation 

greenvillegazette 0.33 (0.0, 0.88) 0.178 

politicot 0.345 (0.1, 0.85) 0.155 

naturalnews 0.366 (0.0, 0.67) 0.15 

Advocate 0.36 (0.0, 1.0) 0.156 
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unclassified fake news documents. The average credibility of the

fake news is found to have a mean of 0.35, average range of (0.025,

0.85) and average standard deviation of 0.16. 

Fig. 6 describes the distribution of credibility scores for each of

the four fake news datasets. Each of fake new datasets were found

to contain a relatively small proportion of high credibility articles

(real news) legitimate articles. For example, advocate dataset con-

tains 5% legitimate news having over 60% credibility, while 77% of

news’ have credibility lower than 40%. Naturalnews has 14% le-

gitimate news with credibility over 60%, 86% with less than 60%

credibility, 34% with less than 40% credibility, and 52% news with

credibility between 40% and 60%. Politicot is found to have only 2%

news articles with over 60% credibility. Greenvillegazette has more

dispersed distribution with 12.4% news articles demonstrating 60%
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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redibility scores. The distribution patterns of fake news suggest

hat advocate and politicot could be mostly classified as fake news

ource with fewer than 5% and 2% real news articles respectively.

n the other hand, naturalnews and greenvillegazetee has 12–14%

eal news articles but a more distributed credibility news score.

uch websites could be considered as having tendencies for gener-

ting fake news content. Fig. 7 shows the performance of two fil-

ering approaches separately as well as collectively. With ω = 0 . 6 ,

he overall fake news detection performance ranges between 90–

7% whereas with ω = 0 . 7 , the overall fake news detection reaches

n overall average of 97%. 

Next, we carry out four experiments following the three steps.

1) We select 75% news articles (i.e., 10,674 CNN and New York

imes news) from the source as training data. (2) We build a

odel using the training data. (3) The remaining 25% news per-

orm as testing data (i.e., 3,557 news) to validate the model con-

tructed in step 2. The purpose of this cross-validation procedure

o evaluate our system’s capability of estimating credibility scores

f various testing datasets. 

Each of the four folds of the testing dataset is populated with

he random assignment of news articles drawn from real as well

s fake news. Table 8 shows four cross validation data sets. 

Table 9 shows the result of cross validation for mixed

atasets. The accuracy ranges between 93.77% and 89.55%, pre-
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 7. The performance of two filters in the model. 

Table 8 

Cross Validation Dataset. 

Cross Validation Fold Corresponding Fake News Dataset RealNews FakeNews 

1 advocate 3557 64 4 4 

2 naturalnews 3557 2402 

3 politicot 3558 3066 

4 greenvillegazette 3557 1525 

Table 9 

Performance Evaluation (use ω = 0 . 6 as the default threshold for mixed 

dataset). 

Cross Validation Fold Accuracy Precision Recall F-score 

1 (advocate) 93.99% 92.77% 98.34% 95.47% 

2 (naturalNews) 91.09% 89.00% 88.88% 88.94% 

3 (politicot) 92.27% 86.92% 98.08% 92.16% 

4 (greenvillegazette) 92.62% 85.13% 91.34% 88.12% 
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ision ranges between 92.77% and 83.13%, recall rate ranges

etween 97.91% and 92.42%, and F-score ranges between 94.91%

nd 88.31%. Based on the accuracy and recall definitions from

qs. (18 ) and ( 20) , recall values for pure fake news and mixed

atasets are equal to the the accuracy values of pure fake news

atasets. 
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We further investigate the recall and accuracy of the proposed

pproach by comparing its efficacy with two other approaches. The

rst approach is referred to as CNT, a multi-feature detection tech-

ique that is based on detecting features: content-based features

such as lexical patterns, part-of-speech pattern), network-based

eatures (e.g. user behavior) and twitter specific memes (e.g., hash-

ag) ( Qazvinian et al., 2011 ). The second is AHGNA, which uses

bsurdity, Humor, Grammar, Negative, and Affect as features for

egregating fake or satire from the real ( Rubin et al., 2016 ). Fig. 8

hows the comparison of three approaches based on the recall

easure. For higher values of ω, the system built on the proposed

pproached outperforms CNT and AHGNA approaches. For exam-

le, the recall of FEND exceeds CNT and AHGNA for ω higher than

.4 for fake news originating from advocate. Similarly, FEND per-

ormed better for ω exceeding 0.52 while for politicot news. Fi-

ally, for ω greater than 0.6, FEND worked better for naturalnews

nd politicot. Additionally, we found the singled-tailed t-test to be

ignificant at 0.05 as well as 0.01 significance level assuming ho-

oscedasticity. For FEND vs. CNT, p -value is 0.00278 and 0.00015

or FEND vs. AHGNA. 

Fig. 9 shows the accuracy comparisons between the proposed

ethod and two baseline methods (i.e., CNT and AHGNA) using

he mixed datasets. For a high ω value (e.g., 0.6), our proposed ap-

roach outperforms both CNT and AHGNA. For example, Fig. 9 (a)

eveals that the accuracy of FEND exceeds CNT and AHGNA when

he threshold ω is higher than 0.4. More often than not, the
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 8. Performance Comparisons among CNT, AHGNA and proposed FEND approach based on fake news datasets. 
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threshold in real-world scenarios is configured in a window be-

tween 0.5 and 0.8. 

Fig. 10 demonstrates the F-score comparisons among FEND,

AHGNA, and CNT when threshold ω is configured to 0.6 in the case

of four mixed datasets. Fig. 10 illustrates that FEND outperforms

AHGNA and CNT in terms of the F-score measures. For example,

FEND improves AHGNA’s F-score by up to 4.6% with an average of

2.4%; FEND enhances the CNT’s F-score by up to 6.2% with an av-

erage of 3.3%. 

6. Conclusion and future work 

Research on fake news is in nascent stages. As fake news be-

comes more permeated and difficult to detect, increasingly sophis-

ticated approaches are needed to detect fake news. The misinfor-

mation spread by fake news poses serious risk for its consumers

and target, which could be individuals as well as enterprises. While

an individual consuming the fake news develops distorted or mis-

interpreted perception of reality, which influences their beliefs and

decision making, enterprises suffer from fake news due to loss of

competitive advantage or damaging impact on their brand. In this

study, we propose a novel analytics-driven framework for detect-

ing fake news. We then describe the FEND system, which imple-

ments the proposed framework for fake news detection and pro-
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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ides its validation. This study also required the development a

omprehensive repository of real and fake news which may be uti-

ized for developing future work in this important area of research.

his framework utilizes a double-layered approach for classifica-

ion. The first layer performs fake topic detection and the second

ayer performs fake event detection, leading to an overall average

ccuracy of 91.9%. Our approach is novel in the sense that each

ews article is translated into events, which departs from the tra-

itional approaches of fake news detection that are merely based

n syntax rules or sentiments. Our main objective in this study is

o develop models that can deal with fake news detection, which is

 challenging problem and poses risk for wide sector of population

nd organizations. 

The study has several limitations. There is a focused stream

f research on distinguishing fact versus opinion articles

e.g., Mullick, Maheshwari, C., Goyal, & Ganguly, 2017; Rashkin,

hoi, Jang, Volkova, & Choi, 2017; Sahu & Majumdar, 2017; Stepin-

ki & Mittal, 2007 ). We also note that there are other types

f news categories, like satire, which are outside the scope of

his study, but can be an area of future research based on re-

ent studies (e.g., Golbeck et al., 2018; Rubin, Chen, & Conroy,

015b ). Future studies could specifically focus on models trained

n opinions and perspectives. Validation of such a dataset for

raining purposes may require additional steps to reliably classify
cting fake news for reducing misinformation risks using analytics 
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Fig. 9. Performance Comparisons among CNT, AHGNA and proposed FEND approach based on mixed datasets. 

Fig. 10. F-score comparison between FEND, AHGNA, and CNT when ω = 0.6. 
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hem. This study uses clustering approaches to segregate fake

ews from the real news. Future work on fake news detection

an focus on using advanced approaches such as deep learning.

he validation of the FEND system that implements the proposed

ramework is done using the fake news repository developed from
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete
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our different web sources. Future work ought to utilize more

ata from wide sources of fake news outlets. Such data could also

e supplemented from social media sources such as Facebook,

witter, Reddit, etc. While this study was conducted on a single

ode graphical processing unit (GPU), development of real time

nalytics approaches that utilize streaming data from social media

ources and the capabilities of GPU enabled computing clusters

ould help with real-time identification of fake news. This study is

n important attempt towards curbing the risks imposed by fake

ews through timely identification using analytics approaches. Ad-

itionally, we believe that allowing users to specify the importance

f each event by assigning a weight based on their knowledge

f the event could further improve our proposed model. A large

eight value indicates an event is more important than the other

vent. This enables an individual’s knowledge to be factored into

he model. 

A majority of news articles are time sensitive, implying that

etter fake-news detection may be handled in real-time. To deal

ith real-time news, models need to incorporate a pre-processing

odule to process real-time properties of news articles. The de-

elopment of such real-time pre-processing module is beyond the

urrent scope of this study but is an interesting topic for future re-

earch. Such a model will have the capabilities to also handle new

nd emerging fake news topics. 
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Appendix A. The web crawler 

Algorithm 1: The process of web crawler design. 

Input : A list – l ist − url s for URLs of all desired websites’ 

homepage 

Output : A collection of csv files for all websites 

1 for parse url from l ist − url s : do 

2 save all urls which are parsed from url into 

list − sub − urls .; 

3 name = get name of current website; 

4 new name.cs v for data saving.; 

5 for sub − url in l ist − sub − url s do 

6 if sub − url is Null then 

7 continue list − sub − urls .next; 

8 else 

9 content = get content from sub − url; 

10 author = get author name from sub − url; 

11 ejo date = get published time from sub − url; 

12 section = get article section from sub − url; 

13 url = get url from sub − url; 

14 end 

15 save url in name.cs v ; 
16 if author is Null then 

17 author = ‘unknown’; 

18 save author in f ile.cs v ; 
19 end 

20 if date is Null then 

21 date = ‘unknown’; 

22 save date in f ile.cs v ; 
23 end 

24 if section is Null then 

25 section = ‘unknown’; 

26 save section in f ile.cs v ; 
27 end 

28 end 

29 end 

The raw data collected by the web crawler include news from

both authentic news websites and a set of fake news websites.

We develop and implement a universal web crawler to aggregate

data from various types of legitimate and fake news websites. The

web crawler implementation is non-trivial, because various web-

sites use very different tagging methods. A novel feature of our

web crawler developed for this purposes is to tackle such a tag-

ging – diversity problem since fake news data originates from a

variety of web sources. 

In the web crawler algorithm, we apply the regular expression

approach for accomplish tags searching. While various websites

may adopt different tagging methods, website designers typically

use meaningful tags for the convenience of management. For ex-

ample, the tag of news content should include keywords – ‘con-

tent’, or the tag of news authors should include keywords – ‘au-

thor’. It is worth noting that not all of the ‘content’ tags meet the

analysis needs due to tag ‘noises’ to be removed prior to model

training. Tags in HTML are formed in a tree structure, where each

tag has two attributes, namely, title and depth. Given a news web-

site, we observe that news contents to be collected share the sim-

ilar depth, suggesting that the web crawler may acquire news

contents using the depth of tags. Note that these tags may have

various depths in different websites. To address this concern, we

add a third attribute – length – to recognize the content of inter-

est in a webpage. If tag lengths is below a fixed threshold, corre-

sponding news articles are treated as noise. This is because short
Please cite this article as: C. Zhang, A. Gupta and C. Kauten et al., Dete

approaches, European Journal of Operational Research, https://doi.org/1
rticles fail in furnishing rich information for data analysis. The

seudocode for the web crawler collecting raw data is described

bove. 

ppendix B. Link for data and codes 

Links for data and code have been redacted for review pur-

oses. They will be inserted after the review process is complete. 
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